ABSTRACT
These days, high-speed and communication portable systems employ voltage regulators that demand faster response time. It is necessary to generate steps in line voltage and load current that are fast with respect to the regulator's control loop response time. Lab equipment and many apparatus that use op-amps, passives, and large driver chains are limiting the rise and fall times of the stimulus signals at large excursions. No off-the-shelf products are currently available to obtain high-speed edge rates for load transient (> 1A/µs) and line transients (> 100 mV/µs, that includes input caps), and none capable in the labs. A slow transient stimulus can make a poor regulator look good. In response, this document suggests some simple solutions low in parasitic inductance (L) and capacitance (C) designed to be readily built and duplicated for use in design and application labs.
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1 Introduction

These days, high-speed and communication portable systems employ voltage regulators that demand faster response time. It is necessary to generate steps in line voltage and load current that are fast with respect to the regulator’s control loop response time. Lab equipment and many apparatus that use opamps, passives, and large driver chains are limiting the rise and fall times of the stimulus signals at large excursions. No off-the-shelf products are currently available to obtain high-speed edge rates for load transient (> 1A/µs) and line transients (> 100 mV/µs, that includes input caps), and none capable in the labs. A slow transient stimulus can make a poor regulator look good. In response, this document suggests some simple solutions low in parasitic inductance (L) and capacitance (C) designed to be readily built and duplicated for use in design and application labs.

Moreover, rigging up a respectable test jig is only half of the solution; the device under test (“DUT”) must also be properly “wired” onto the PCB with optimal ground and supply conduits, bypassing capacitors, charge reservoirs, etc. The input and output capacitors selection and their proximity to the DUT have profound influence on the response of the DUT. After all, the DUT merits are what need to be evaluated, not the parasitic or the unwanted effects from improper external supporting components and physical layout.

This application note discusses good practice and fundamentals for transient analysis in the lab, and describes the construction of some improved transient test devices. Several jigs were built and used in characterizing new TI regulators and PMUs for advanced applications. The jigs have shown significant enhancement in the resolution and speed of signal injection and capturing. They also facilitated test set up and bench analysis.

2 Load Transient Jig

There are different means to create and monitor load transient. The basic idea is depicted in Figure 1 below -- here regulator output is rapidly switched between a light and heavy loading conditions. Current probe is used to monitor the stimulus waveform while a voltage probe is used to monitor the output response.
Sometimes one uses a closed-loop current control to effect variable current steps. However, incorporating control circuitry may complicate the jig and may limit the slew rate. Alternatively, one can use a variable resistor as a convenient way to ascertaining data points over the range of a regulator's load current. However, if a rheostat is used be aware of contact bounce issue at heavy load; its inductance might introduce side effects that can affect the performance data sought. In general it is desirable to keep the jig simple to minimize the variables involved. The diagram in Figure 2 below illustrates a compact load transient test setup for a switching regulator that mimics the simplicity of the conceptual test jig shown in Figure 1. A passive scope probe is usually adequate, though any probe may be used. The pulse generator can be replaced by an LM555 chip that uses external passives to obtain frequency and duty cycle adjustments, which further compacts the test jig design for test and characterization. A pulse generation is preferable for R & D lab use. Gate drive and damping/speeding network can be used, as needed, for high-current and speed applications. The current probe (IP) can be any AC/DC high bandwidth hybrid sensor snap-on type.
Figure 2. Improved Load Transient Jig
Ideally a 4-point probe would be used to allow better segregation between the stimulus and sense probe tips. However, as will be demonstrated, the added complexity might not be worth the minute potential gain in performance. As in any high-edge rate test setup care should be taken in selecting the switch (e.g., the proper voltage, current, $R_{DS_{ON}}$, and switching ratings should be considered per application needs); good board layout is essential to achieve optimal speed and loading targets for the desired transient response. Furthermore, one should always use a star single-point ground technique and keep all wiring and probing connections as short as practical to obtain the best response result.

3 **Interpreting the Transient Waveform Phenomena**

Sometimes it may not be apparent how a regulator works in a system when checked on a bread board -- one may observe the undershoot diving way below ground, and its overshoot may be volts above the equilibrium level! The fact is one often neglects to use “good” high-frequency practice in the test setup. Thus, excessive parasitic inductance (capacitance, ESR, etc.) may corrupt the observation. Figure 3 below shows a typical transient response waveform of a regulator from a step in the load. Note that the amplitude of overshoot and undershoot relate proportionally to the parasitic. For example, long scope ground wire, lengthy and high-impedance board traces, probe capacitance, capacitor impedance, etc., all affect the transient waveform excursions. Hence, the elements that pertain to the “real” response of the regulator must be clearly distinguished from those from the parasitic of one’s setup.

**Note:** Should not be concerned on the negative excursion if you have low parasitic

- for fast stimulus edge rates $v = L \times \frac{di}{dt}$. May observe a few mV if $tr >$ few $\mu$s,
- or few hundred mV if $tr < 200ns$ on a good layout/wiring platform.

**Figure 3. Typical Characteristics of Load Transient Response**
3.1 Two Typical Load Transient Test Setups used in the Labs

1. Electronic Load (or E-load as it’s often called) is a device or assembly that simulates loading on an electronic circuit. It is used as substitute for a conventional ohmic load resistor (see Figure 4). Many industrial E-load makers spec their high slew rates capable of 30A/μs and 50A/μs. But if a couple amps is needed, the maximum slew rate obtainable is, unfortunately, about 1A/μs.

![Figure 4. Using a Commercial Electronic Load Test Setup](image1)

![Figure 5. Load Transient Using an E-Load](image2)
The load transient using an E-Load Figure 5 shows the waveforms of a commercial Electronic Load used on an LP3906 buck EVB platform. $I_{OUT} = 0 \leftrightarrow 1$A load transient from PFM to PWM; probes: voltage P6139A (8.0 pf/10 mΩ/500 MHz), current probe is Tek-TCP202.

Note that with this commercial E-load, typical current edge rates faster than 75 mA/µs are not obtainable with the LP3906 1.5A EVB platform for load transient test. Figure 6 is an expanded view of the same waveform at the rising edge portion of Figure 5.

2. Pulse Generator Switching a NMOSFET (MTB20N20E rated at 20A and $R_{DSON} = 160$ mΩ) is shown in Figure 7 below:

![Diagram of a typical lab load transient jig using an NFET switching a resistive load](image)
Figure 8 shows the Load transient I/V test waveforms on a LP3906 EVB, \( I_{\text{OUT}} = 0 \rightarrow 1.5 \text{A} \) using a NMOSFET, MT0N20E and a HP8112A pulse generator. The result is a faster current step achievable with this discrete MOS setup compared to the previous E-load setup.

**NOTE:** Faster load current slew rates of \( T_r \sim 1.73 \text{A/\mu s} \) and \( T_f \sim 2.56 \text{A/\mu s} \) are obtainable with this setup while employing the same LP3906 test platform.

**NOTE:** Infrequently some regulators will not tolerate E-loads and may result in instability or noisy response. Then \( R_{\text{load}} \) should be used. A rheostat is convenient for ease-of-load adjustment. But, at heavy loading, heating may cause contact issues, and, while the coil winding is also an effective inductor, it is not a desirable feature for transient analysis (see Figure 9). A low-inductance decade box is the preferred adjustable Resistive Load, built with non-wire wound or surface-mount power components with short and wide metal interconnects (see Figure 10).

**NOTE:** The rheostat above is commonly used as a variable resistive load in the labs, but it is not a desirable component for transient analysis due to its potential contact bounce issues and the fact that it is a coil of inductance.
NOTE: Waveform exhibits excessive under-shoot and/or ringing are often caused by long return ground lead from the scope probe. A centimeter of ground lead length can manifest many millivolts of unwanted signal with fast edge signals. The spring coil, like ground straps from probe manufacturers, are not good; similarly, those hand-modified short tips with many turns of coiling wrapped on the probe sleeve have the same deficiency. Soldering or welding a short piece of wire at the tip of the sleeve is the best, if using a passive probe. Simplicity is the trick; with more control, it is easier to tame a test setup. (See example of modified probes and tips in Figure 11.)

4 A Self Contained Load Transient Jig

An improved and integrated load transient test jig as illustrated in Figure 2. The electronic switch and load resistor are embedded right at the scope probe tip. This arrangement not only compacts the jig design and facilitates the test setup. Above all it minimizes the wiring and parasitic significantly. This enables setting faster slew rate parameter figure of merits for one’s custom and optimization needs. See the crafted probe-jig shown in Figure 12 below.
Figure 11. Scope Probes with Short Ground Tips

Figure 12. Load Transient Scope Probe Jig Assembly
The Load Transient graphics below show the faster current step stimuli and response using the novel compact load transient jig with a NFET, NDT451AN, 20A pulsed, $R_{DSON} = 90 \, \text{m}\Omega$ and an HP8112A pulse generator. Notice that faster current step slew rates of 5.71A/$\mu$s rising edge, and 9.70A/$\mu$s falling edge, are achievable with this setup, which can satisfy some of the most demanding regulators in the field today. (Top trace step is buck transition from PFM to PWM left, and PWM to PFM, right.) As shown below, the arrows point to the region where the regulator control loop response to the load step in terms of time and magnitude for this aggressive slew rate is employed.

![Figure 13. Load Transient Using Probe Jig](image1)

![Figure 14. Load Transient Using Probe Jig](image2)

5 Very Fast Edge Rates in the ns Range for the Demanding Applications

To demonstrate the improved speed and fidelity of the stimulus and capture capability of the integrated load transient probe jig, a higher bandwidth LM3269 buck-boost switcher designed for powering RF PA application is used as an evaluation platform.
Figure 15. Integrated Load Transient Probe Jig @ $Tr = 43.7$ ns

Figure 16. Integrated Load Transient Probe Jig @ $Tr = 305$ ns

Figure 15 shows a step from 0A to 500 mA with $Tr = 43.7$ ns and $Tf = 7.8$ ns, very fast-edge rates times. Figure 16 shows the input step and the output response when the edge rates are reduced to $Tr = Tf = 305$ ns in 400 mA step.

Figure 17 and Figure 18 below show the regulator output peaking and DC response improved as the current step stimulus function uses much slower edge rates of approximately $1$ µs and $10$ µs, respectively. Current step from 0A to 400 mA is the same as in the case shown in Figure 16 above.
Notice the effects of $V_{\text{OUT}}$ peaking from the current pulse edge rate in the above waveforms. Using the same setup and conditions, it can be seen the peaking is very much influenced by inductive parasitics. Peaking is substantially reduced when the edge rate of the current steps is reduced. Thus, $V = L\frac{di}{dt}$ is attenuated when the rate of current change $\frac{di}{dt}$ is reduced, while $L$ is fixed. Note the clean current waveforms with little overshoot/undershoot from the integrated setup.

6 Line Transient Jig

A line transient test jig is no more than a variable power supply source, except that can step between two voltage levels rapidly. Typical line transient setups either use a power op-amp based supply source or a complementary symmetry emitter followers circuit. The latter is more widely used due to its simplicity and ease of interface. These circuits generate an output which is a step function delivering the high and low voltage levels required by the device under test for evaluation.

It used to be adequate for the above line step slew rate to be approximately 200 mV/µs. With the advent of new digital devices and complex SoC designs, 5V/µs and better has become typical. Seldom can one find some op-amp-based jig that comes close to these edge rates. The follower scheme may issue faster slew rate, but might not perform well with large steps and at high edge rates. Unity gain amplifier stage design may be vulnerable to marginal instability and care must be taken avoid undesirable ringing.
The prevalent line transient jigs for general use today are either the emitter followers as shown in Figure 19 or a pair of NMOSFET or CMOSFET switches toggling the output between two well bypassed power supplies as depicted by Figure 20. With any choice, bypassing caps should be used liberally with a broad value of capacitances ensuring low impedance over frequencies of interest.

6.1 Complementary Symmetry Emitter Followers Line Transient Jig

The emitter followers circuit depicted in Figure 19 is among the simplest apparatus to use for line transient application. However, the Vbe (typically 0.6v to 0.7V) difference between the input and output should be carefully factored in the setup. In particular, with present core voltages operating down to 0.6V and below, variation in Vbe can be a nuisance such as in over-temperature testing where the drift due to its tempco becomes a larger percentage of the output. One needs to make provision for sensing and adjustment in order to properly compensate it. Another concern is the follower operates without feedback. It is an amplifier stage with a gain of 1 which inherently operates at about unity gain. However, if the amplifier has insufficient phase margin overshoot, ringing and instability may occur.

Care must be exercised in working with follower circuits to ensure clean and stable operation over temperature by applying good layout practice and implement degenerative feedback as needed.

[Diagram of Emitter Followers Jig]

6.2 Commuting Supplies Line Transient Test Jig

This is achieved by essentially a CMOS power inverter switch as shown in Figure 20. Like the followers jig, a pulse generator is also used in the setup. There are several advantages in this implementation, albeit it requires two power supplies. First, the heart of the operation is only switches, which obviates the potential instability issue and thermal voltage offset as in the emitter follower jig. Second, the gate drive amplitude and edge rates can be independently adjusted to drive the FET switches to obtain wider dynamic range on slew rates and may introduces damping to mitigate potential ringing.

As with a load transient test, setup precautions should be applied. One should try to use a near zero-length scope probe ground lead, if passive using passive probes like those shown in Figure 11. Moreover, keep all wiring among the power supplies, switches, and DUT as short as practical.

6.3 Myth

It has been observed the engineers commonly remove the DUT C\text{IN} bypass capacitors to achieve the slew rate required to test their regulators. However, best practice guides that if one’s jig cannot drive 10 or 22 uF of C\text{IN}, a better line-transient jig should be obtained. If the recommended charge-reservoir and high-frequency bypass capacitors at the VIN pins of the DUT (as dictated by design and datasheet) are not incorporated, the device might not operate properly or optimally. These capacitors are necessary for line transient performance qualification test and to reflect actual operation conditions. A good test jig with adequate drive capability should always be employed to perform line transient test on POL voltage regulators.
7 Line Transient Jig With CMOS Switches Driving Two Power Supplies

The inherent slew rates of the switched supplies jig is quite fast with suitable selection of the MOSFETs, layout, and interconnection. Refer to the figures below that show the resultant waveforms of this line transient jig output driving a purely resistive load at various example step levels settings. Voltage developed across the resistor by the current step and the edge rates are measured. The data below indicate the switched supplies line transient jig can slew at 13V/μs.

Figure 20. Line Transient Jig via Commutating Supplies Capable of Clean High-Slew Rate and Drive
The LP3906 evaluation board is again used in this demonstration, since it has a larger on board $C_{\text{IN}} = 12 \ \mu\text{F}$. The DC supply is replaced by the line transient test jig of Figure 19. The NDS8858H integrated complementary CMOS switches and Agilent E3633A supplies are used in driving the buck VIN pins. There is at least 12 $\mu$F of capacitance on-board supporting the switcher, plus other distributed impedance between the jig and the evaluation board that the line transient jig circuit must drive. Hence, the edge rate can be seen decreased appreciably with capacitive loading as shown in at the right. Nevertheless, the jig delivers very good slew rate of about 500 mV/\mu s on both edges for this capacitor-loaded application.
Summary

High-performance regulators are currently available, as well as in development, for mobile applications for which load transient must be characterized with stimulus at better than 1A/µs (1mA/µs) for low-output voltage and 20 mA/µs at 5V \( V_{OUT} \). Similarly, for line transient tests high-performance regulators for mobile devices are using 200 mV/µs at low \( V_{OUT} \) (< 2V) and \( I_{OUT} \) (< 300 mA), and 67 mV/µs for high \( V_{OUT} \) (> 3.3V) and \( I_{OUT} \) (> 1.5A). Thus, the improved and simplified test jigs illustrated herein are quite suitable for use with demanding applications for the foreseeable future generation of new integrated regulators. Meeting the target needs, lab data confirms fast slew rates on load step at >1A and \( V_{OUT} = 3.3V \) can be achieved at better than 5A/µs (\( T_{R} \)) and 9A/µs (\( T_{F} \)). Similarly, slew rates on line step of 1V with 12 µF loading at 500 mV/µs can be attained. Table 1 below tabulates a brief summary of the figure of merits comparing the various types of load transient jigs evaluated.

Last but not least, an element that frequently masks line/load transient tests is an unwanted parasitic in the test setup. By reducing the extraneous elements via compact layout design and shorter traces on interconnects and probes, the example jigs should made significant improvement to one's load transient test results. Furthermore, by having more robust drives from the line transient jig, bulk capacitive loading can be accommodated for proper testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Transient Jigs and Figure of Merit</th>
<th>Typical E-load</th>
<th>NMOS Lab Jig</th>
<th>NMOS Lab Jib</th>
<th>Integrated Probe-jig</th>
<th>Integrated Probe-jig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slew Rate (AMP/µs)</td>
<td>75 mA/µs</td>
<td>1.7A/µs - 2.5</td>
<td>2.5A/µs</td>
<td>5.7A/µs</td>
<td>9.7A/µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slew at 1A</td>
<td>1A in 13.3/µs</td>
<td>1A in 588 ns</td>
<td>1A in 400 ns</td>
<td>1A in 175 ns</td>
<td>1A in 103 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2. You have full and exclusive responsibility to assure the safety and compliance of your products with all such laws and other applicable regulatory requirements, and also to assure the safety of any activities to be conducted by you and/or your employees, affiliates, contractors or designees, using the EVM. Further, you are responsible to assure that any interfaces (electronic and/or mechanical) between the EVM and any human body are designed with suitable isolation and means to safely limit accessible leakage currents to minimize the risk of electrical shock hazard.

3. You will employ reasonable safeguards to ensure that your use of the EVM will not result in any property damage, injury or death, even if the EVM should fail to perform as described or expected.

4. You will take care of proper disposal and recycling of the EVM's electronic components and packing materials.

Certain Instructions. It is important to operate this EVM within TI's recommended specifications and environmental considerations per the user guidelines. Exceeding the specified EVM ratings (including but not limited to input and output voltage, current, power, and environmental ranges) may cause property damage, personal injury or death. If there are questions concerning these ratings please contact a TI field representative prior to connecting interface electronics including input power and intended loads. Any loads applied outside of the specified output range may result in unintended and/or inaccurate operation and/or possible permanent damage to the EVM and/or interface electronics. Please consult the EVM User's Guide prior to connecting any load to the EVM output. If there is uncertainty as to the load specification, please contact a TI field representative. During normal operation, some circuit components may have case temperatures greater than 60°C as long as the input and output are maintained at a normal ambient operating temperature. These components include but are not limited to linear regulators, switching transistors, pass transistors, and current sense resistors which can be identified using the EVM schematic located in the EVM User's Guide. When placing measurement probes near these devices during normal operation, please be aware that these devices may be very warm to the touch. As with all electronic evaluation tools, only qualified personnel knowledgeable in electronic measurement and diagnostics normally found in development environments should use these EVMs.

Agreement to Defend, Indemnify and Hold Harmless. You agree to defend, indemnify and hold TI, its licensors and their representatives harmless from and against any and all claims, damages, losses, expenses, costs and liabilities (collectively, "Claims") arising out of or in connection with any use of the EVM that is not in accordance with the terms of the agreement. This obligation shall apply whether Claims arise under law of tort or contract or any other legal theory, and even if the EVM fails to perform as described or expected.

Safety-Critical or Life-Critical Applications. If you intend to evaluate the components for possible use in safety critical applications (such as life support) where a failure of the TI product would reasonably be expected to cause severe personal injury or death, such as devices which are classified as FDA Class III or similar classification, then you must specifically notify TI of such intent and enter into a separate Assurance and Indemnity Agreement.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other changes to its semiconductor products and services per JESD46, latest issue, and to discontinue any product or service per JESD48, latest issue. Buyers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete. All semiconductor products (also referred to herein as “components”) are sold subject to TI’s terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.

TI warrants performance of its components to the specifications applicable at the time of sale, in accordance with the warranty in TI’s terms and conditions of sale of semiconductor products. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary to support this warranty. Except where mandated by applicable law, testing of all parameters of each component is not necessarily performed.

TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or the design of Buyers’ products. Buyers are responsible for their products and applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with Buyers’ products and applications, Buyers should provide adequate design and operating safeguards.

TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI components or services are used. Information published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.

Reproduction of significant portions of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions.

Resale of TI components or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that component or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI component or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.

Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is solely responsible for compliance with all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements concerning its products, and any use of TI components in its applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support that may be provided by TI. Buyer represents and agrees that it has all the necessary expertise to create and implement safeguards which anticipate dangerous consequences of failures, monitor failures and their consequences, lessen the likelihood of failures that might cause harm and take appropriate remedial actions. Buyer will fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages arising out of the use of any TI components in safety-critical applications.

In some cases, TI components may be promoted specifically to facilitate safety-related applications. With such components, TI’s goal is to help enable customers to design and create their own end-product solutions that meet applicable functional safety standards and requirements. Nonetheless, such components are subject to these terms.

No TI components are authorized for use in FDA Class III (or similar life-critical medical equipment) unless authorized officers of the parties have executed a special agreement specifically governing such use.

Only those TI components which TI has specifically designated as military grade or “enhanced plastic” are designed and intended for use in military/aerospace applications or environments. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that any military or aerospace use of TI components which have not been so designated is solely at the Buyer’s risk, and that Buyer is solely responsible for compliance with all legal and regulatory requirements in connection with such use.

TI has specifically designated certain components as meeting ISO/TS16949 requirements, mainly for automotive use. In any case of use of non-designated products, TI will not be responsible for any failure to meet ISO/TS16949.

Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>amplifier.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifiers</td>
<td>dataconverter.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Converters</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dlp.com">www.dlp.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLP® Products</td>
<td>dsp.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/clocks">www.ti.com/clocks</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clocks and Timers</td>
<td>interface.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>logic.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>power.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Mgmt</td>
<td>microcontroller.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcontrollers</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti-rfid.com">www.ti-rfid.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/omap">www.ti.com/omap</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMAP Applications</td>
<td>TI E2E Community</td>
<td>e2e.ti.com</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processors</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/wirelessconnectivity">www.ti.com/wirelessconnectivity</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive and Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications and Telecom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers and Peripherals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Electronics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Lighting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/industrial">www.ti.com/industrial</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/medical">www.ti.com/medical</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/security">www.ti.com/security</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space, Avionics and Defense</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/space-avionics-defense">www.ti.com/space-avionics-defense</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video and Imaging</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ti.com/video">www.ti.com/video</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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